
Add the word occur to these sentences.

 
When did this                       ?  

Earthquakes can                        at any time. 

Didn’t it                         to you to shut  
the windows? 

Hurricanes usually                         in June. 

Trace the word occur. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word occur. 

 
 
 

Write the words that occur is the root  
word of. 

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word occur.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word occur. 
 

 ocur                       uccer                            ockur

Write the syllables of the word occur 
inside the hands.

Which letter from the word occur is 
missing below?
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Complete the word occur.

 occur    occ                c              ur     o      r

Which word class does the 
word occur belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

or

uc
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Add the word opportunity to these sentences.

    I’m looking forward to the                     . 

 
"What a great                     !" said Sahil. 

It is too good an                     to miss. 

He took the                      to visit the museum. 

Trace the word opportunity. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word opportunity. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word opportunity.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own exclamation containing the word opportunity.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word opportunity.

   oportunity              oppertunitee    opurtyounity

Write the syllables of the word 
opportunity inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
opportunity is missing below?

Complete the word opportunity.

opportunity op        unity o        t       yoppor                   tunity

Which word class does the 
word opportunity belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

oto

p iy

n

r

t

u
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Add the word parliament to these sentences. 
 
 
She was elected a member of                     .

 
We took a tour of the British                     .

 
The queen addressed                    last week. 

                         is divided into the House of 
Commons and the House of Lords.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word parliament. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
parliament inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word parliament?

Which word class does the 
word parliament belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

r etp

c na l

Trace the word parliament. 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word parliament?

 
 
 

Write your own command using the word parliament. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word parliament. 
 

  parliment               parleemunt                paleymont

Complete the word parliament.

 parliament   parlia        p        a      t         ment pa         ent 

i

m
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Add the word persuade to these sentences. 
 

Sam tried to                    me to go to  
the party.   

 
“How can I                   you?” asked Eva.

 
I couldn’t                    Tom to wait for me.

 
We had to                    Mum to buy  

the sweets.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word persuade. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
persuade inside the hands.

Which letter from the word persuade 
is missing below?

Which word class does the 
word persuade belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

r uap

s de

Trace the word persuade. 
 

Write your own question sentence containing the word persuade. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word persuade. 
 

  perswade               persuaid                purrswayd

Complete the word persuade.

 persuade           suade  p        u        per         pe         de 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word persuade.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              
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Add the word physical to these sentences. 
 

PE stands for                      Education. 

I don't have the                      strength  
to move. 

 

The doctor ordered a                examination 
 

                     fitness is very important.

Trace the word physical. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word physical. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word physical belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word physical as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word physical.

 fysical            fizzical         phisicull

Write the syllables of the word 
physical inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word physical?

Complete the word physical.

  physical

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

  phys               s                 ical   ph          l

ukp

y

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word physical.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

u
h

l

a

s

i

c


